
Letter to Business Secretary

Dear Kemi

The UK  vehicle industry is being badly damaged by the threat to ban sales of
petrol and diesel cars from 2030. This is sooner than our main competitors,
leaves insufficient time to create EV models people want and can afford and
destroys a very successful UK ICE industry. Do you want all those factories
to shut soon? Where are plans for new factories for making EVs with the
batteries they need?  How would you stop people importing nearly new ICE
vehicles they want from 2030? Why do both government and Opposition want to
wipe our current factories off the map?

There is a threat to our gas and oil boiler manufacture and installation
businesses from the proposed ban on these boilers in new homes from 2025.
Given the very low take up, high cost and questionable performance of heat
pumps it would be wise to delay this ban until more progress has been made
with finding good value good performance alternatives to gas and oil boilers.

I am copying Grant Shapps in to the correspondence as these policies are also
unhelpful in trying to cut CO 2 emissions. EVs require a lot of energy to
manufacture, and need a lot of electricity to recharge the batteries. Most
days in the UK the bulk of this energy comes from fossil fuel generation.
Heat pumps also need plenty of electricity to run and again often work from
power mainly derived from fossil fuels. It makes the extra  cost of the
imports bizarre.

There is no point shifting industry from the UK to overseas to shunt round
the CO 2, and no point in closing our oil and gas fields only to import these
fuels instead. The UK needs to earn a living, to invest and create jobs here,
not end up dependent on others.

Yours

John Redwood
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